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President’s Update…
Tēnā koutou katoa,
Welcome to Term 4. Things are going to start warming up from here—the spring season
means that we're coming into some excellent tramping weather! There will certainly be
plenty of trips this term, but one of the highlights is usually our annual Bushball social event
(details coming soon).
Term 4 is also the time when we have our Special General Meeting (SGM) in which we elect
our new committee for 2019. All positions are to be elected—if being on the committee
sounds like your cup of tea, let us know: contact@cutc.org.nz
There will be more details on this and the roles later in the term. For now, I hope you're able
to make the time to get out into our beautiful backcountry in amongst the chaos of the end
of the academic year.
Until next time—mā te wā!
George
CUTC President

Instagram
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Enviro Activities…
Last semester, a bunch of eager beavers from the club got stuck into some wilding pine
removal near Castle Hill. This day was a wonderful success, clearing one whole hill face!
Wild conifers are a profound issue here in New Zealand, currently dominating 1.8 million ha
of land. Within the next 20 years, an expected 20% of the land will be invaded by them if
rapid action is not taken.
This poses a huge threat to our native plants and animals. Wild conifers evict native plants
and are adapted to survive at high altitudes. This allows them to overwhelm the landscape.
Our native species are affected by this, as the conifers do not provide the habitat or
nutrients that our native forests do.
There are numerous organisations and volunteer groups all over NZ that are doing some
epic work at removing the wee buggers. I'm very stoked that we were able to do our part
too! A massive thank you to everyone that came - I hope you enjoyed your Sheffield pie
experience at the end!
Our 3rd environmental trip was on the 28th of July. It was a chance to give back to our local
area, the good ol' Port Hills! We joined up with about 20 other older volunteers from Forest
& Bird to work on the Mahoe-Nui bush restoration project. This included pest control,
native planting and plant care. We planted 200 natives such as Totara, Flax and Pepperwood
in a lower valley above Sumner. Safe to say we all had a cracker of a time digging holes with
some pretty wise environmental folks! I can personally say I learnt a thing or two on this
trip.
Thank you to everyone who attended, I’m stoked everyone had a good time. Keep an eye on
the website and Facebook page for any future trips that might be going out or flick me an
email if you have any ideas for future environmental trips.
Sabrina McKenzie
CUTC Environmental Officer

Club members who helped out at Sumner in July
Term Three 2018
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#SafetyFirst
Is Tramping a Walk in the Park?
The Mountain Safety Council (MSC) publicly released
A Walk in the Park? in July this year, a report looking
into tramping incidents in NZ. Firstly, it is awesome
to note how many New Zealanders are getting out
there tramping, about 1/5th of our population!
Another major stat to come out is that 1 in 280
trampers get injured and require medical attention.
80% are soft tissue injuries such as sprained ankles. 1
in 3,109 trampers are involved in a Search and
Rescue operation and on average there are 5.7
fatalities per year from tramping. While the fact
focused insights are thought provoking, they offer
little context and explanation. This is part of the
reason why the Federated Mountain Council (FMC)
heavily criticized this report, calling it disconnected
from the reality of the outdoor community. The
reality is that the report does rely on high-level data,
Tramping in Mount Thomas Conservation Area,
so is best suited for evidence-based outdoor safety
Canterbury, NZ
improvement decisions by outdoor organizations. For
individuals however, any information is useful to learn from.
CUTC is an affiliated member of the FMC, who are advocates for outdoor pursuits and
protecting conservation and recreational areas. We do not necessarily hold the same views
as FMC though. FMC dealt another blow as it questioned the relevance of the MSC in the
21st century over this report. Ouch, these two used to be best buds!
The data also displays tramping’s risks to the public, with mixed reactions: whether an injury
rate of 1 in 280 sounds high or low is a contentious topic. The attributes of injuries, Search
and Rescue missions and fatalities are extensively dissected, leading me to believe that this
sport is very, very risky if you are a New Zealand or European visitor and male 50-64 years
old, you’re tramping the Milford track in January or over Queens Birthday weekend, it’s
nearing 5pm, you are underexperienced and you’re pushing hard to get to the hut in steep,
unfamiliar and downhill terrain… Maybe you should spend your days sitting inside looking
outside? If you’re looking for more in-depth insights into the finer details of select accidents,
FMC does publish some in its quarterly Backcountry Magazine. In the depths of winter, the
trails don’t get steeper. They do get slipperier, so get informed and let’s keep us keen
outdoorsy people on our feet for more walks in the parks!
Russell Wenzlick
CUTC Safety Officer
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Gear Review
PLB - KTi SA2G
A Personal Locator Beacon is one of the most important pieces
of kit a tramper may buy, it could save your life or the life of
someone else. There are a number of models available, but
here we will be looking at the KTi SA2G, an Australian made
PLB, and how it compares to others in the market. There are
four main features to compare when looking at PLBs. Size,
weight, hardiness and price.
https://www.skippersmate.co.nz/product/
The smaller a unit is, the easier it is to carry with you, or on
you. The SA2G fits in the palm of your hand, being 88mm long kti-sa2g-nz-gps-plb-beacon-marine-pouch/
in its longest dimension. Overall the unit is about the size of a deck of cards. There is one
PLB I’m aware of which is slightly smaller; the rescueMe Ocean Signal is about 1cm smaller
in width and length. All other commonly available models are larger than the SA2G.

Weight is an issue which can crop up on longer trips, where every gram starts weighing on
you. The SA2G comes in at 140g, which is about 15g less than most others. The OS is an
exception, it is about 30g lighter. This may not seem like much, but it’s still an advantage.
You usually take a PLB to rugged locations where it might get dropped, or fall into water.
You want it to be rugged. The SA2G comes with a hard case not much bigger than the unit
itself and is buoyant by itself, outside of the case. Additionally, it can be immersed in up to
3m of water. The OS is fine to a lower depth of 15m, but needs an external floatation
device. This brings it’s size and weight up to about the same as the SA2G.
The real factor which makes the KTi SA2G shine is it’s price and battery life. At 10 years
before needing replacement, the SA2G has 3 years over most other beacons including the
OS. The price is also substantially lower, at around $315. The nearest competitor with the
same size and weight is the OS, costing $370. Overall the SA2G is a good choice with it’s low
price, long life and small size.
Mathew Falloon
CUTC Gear Officer

What is the Club Gear Locker?
The CUTC gear locker is an excellent resource exclusive to tramping club members. For a
small hire fee and deposit, you can hire most of the gear you’ll need to get going. Just come
and see the friendly gear locker officers during the times mentioned on the website. Or, if
you really can’t make those times, a meeting time can be arranged. You can check out the
website for a list of gear the locker has available too.
Remember the Gear Guys like tramping too and will not be impressed if you want gear on a
Friday night. Make sure you have your club membership card and the full deposit and hire
fee, or you won’t be allowed to grab any gear.
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How to Pack a Tent

One of the great mysteries of the universe is how to get a tent back into the pack it came
out of the day before. Quite a few people resort to the stuff it all in bag and hope for the
best method which often results in oddly shaped and ripped bags. Luckily for you, over the
course of setting up and packing down pretty much every tent the club owns several times I
have found the way. This method has worked for just about every tent from every
manufacturer I’ve encountered.
Mathew Falloon - CUTC Gear Officer

Step 1:
Lay the tent out flat with fly
and ground sheet (if applicable)
laid out on top/below.

Step 2:
Go to the short edge and fold
the entire pile into thirds. The
end result should be about as
wide as the poles.

Step 3:
Roll the tent up from one end
with the poles and pegs in the
middle. Roll it as tight as you
can. With the poles in the
middle of the roll, you’re
unlikely to split the tent bag
like you would shoving them
down the side of an already
stuffed one.

Step 4:
Put it in the bag.
Term Three 2018
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TWALK 2018
What is the event?
TWALK (aka 24 hr walk) is the biggest event
on the CUTC calendar each year. A bunch of
people keen on the outdoors race, dress-up
and push their bodies, while eating at a 24hr
kitchen.
Some people come aiming to win the dressup, some want to leave with a very full belly
and some want to soak in as much of the
stunning scenery as possible. All the same, it
is a fantastic event put together by students,
for students (and others) in a brilliant setting.
TWALK has been able to continue for the past 50 years because of the support of Canterbury High
Country farmers. Being able to access some of Canterbury’s most iconic scenery, which would
otherwise be unavailable, is an opportunity not to be missed. Because of this, the utmost respect for
the farm, land and equipment is taken.
The other thing is that TWALK is a steal. It’s by far one of the best value outdoor events (if not just
for the 24hr feast) out there. As it’s been running for over 50 years, people of ages old and young
have fond memories of the event.
It is run by a committed bunch of university students. If you have a passion for running events, or
would like to get involved and help out, get in touch.
This year it got a bit damp. Such is the spirit of TWALK
however, all 400 participants pushed through with
their stunning outfits blazing (or soaking. Bit of both).
It’s just the luck of the draw who gets a TWALK year
of rain or shine.
Food was fantastic as ever, thanks to our fantastic
head chef Matt and his ever-growing crew of helpers.
A deep-fryer was used to supplement an already epic
menu. Around 2000 muffins were baked by some
fantastic kitchen helpers, some 400 pies, oodles of
lasagne, vegetarian options and fish n’ chips filled everyone’s bellies.
Mark, the station manager kindly gave access to the sheep
stalls for competitors to get a break from the elements.
This event, steeped in tradition, is an epic weekend not to be
missed.

Robert Phillips & Jacob Klenner
TWALK Coordinators
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Trip Difficulty Guide
Judging the difficulty of a trip can differ significantly from person-to-person—it is very much a selfjudgment activity. Often a person’s experience, skills and fitness can influence how difficult they think a
trip might be. Trips vary in length, terrain and conditions. For example, an easy track during good
weather could be very technical in ice or poor visibility! Likewise, a 2km ‘track’ could be an easy walk
down a 4WD track or a multi-hour bush bashing route finding activity.
Here at CUTC, our members regularly run trips that are suitable for beginner, intermediate and advanced
trampers. It’s important you select a trip that matches your ability—it’s part of our club’s Code of
Conduct (see the safety page on our website) to ensure trips are safe and enjoyable. Remember you are
ultimately responsible for your own safety! The difference in difficulty of trips is HUGE: can you imagine
doing a black run at a ski field on your first day ever on skis?
Here is a short guide to how we rate our trips. Of course, a trip may be a mixture of multiple levels. If
you’re unsure, have a chat to the trip leader!
An easy trip:
• Follows a well-defined path, with a surface suitable for sturdy running shoes.
• Shouldn’t require any technical navigation skills (but it’s always good to print a map).
• Is typically rated as a 3-hour journey; however, the trip may potentially take regular breaks and
walk in a pace that fills out a day.
• Has less than 600m of elevation gain.
• Remember to talk to the trip leader and other members if you have any concerns and bring the
appropriate gear!
A moderate trip:
• Typically follows a defined path, or route.
• Participants should be able to read a map and assess the elevation gain involved and read
previous route descriptions to understand the general terrain features.
• Elevation gain can exceed 600m.
• Typically the journey roughly matches the rated time, this is normally 3-6 hours. This requires a
moderate level of fitness (participant regularly participates in weekly sport or tramping).
A difficult trip:
• Is very challenging. You should have done many trips and be experienced in New Zealand
conditions.
• Requires a high level of fitness.
• May potentially involve uneven terrain underfoot, bush bashing or snow skills.
• Talk to the leader to see if your skills are a suitable match for the trip!
A few tips…
If you haven’t been on any trips in New Zealand, try an easy trip first to work out how tramping works
here and what level you are at (other countries have quite different environments—in New Zealand it’s
often the weather and rivers that are the biggest risk factors)
Easy and intermediate trips are still fun—in fact possibly more fun than difficult trips. There is a reason
why even the most seasoned leaders love leading these trips!
Trips are difficult for different reasons: weather, terrain or because they require specific skills (some of
which the trip leader or other members may be willing to teach you). If you are in any doubt talk to the
trip leader—leaders love questions, particularly ahead of time and would be happy to advise you!
Kerry Clapham
CUTC Secretary
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Upcoming Trip: Bushball 2018
Bushball is not a tramp to miss!
It's our annual party in the bush.
Tradition is to tramp up with a
keg, some speakers, costumes,
and get a little funky in the
backcountry. This year we will
head back to the Ballroom
Overhang on the amazing West
Coast (because it doesn’t get any
better than the overhang for a bush party!). The overhang provides an awesome shelter
from the weather for a good party around a bonfire.
This is an easy 6km, 2hr walk up the Fox River starting at Tiromoana. It requires about eight
easy river crossings so be prepared to get wet. The cost will be $40 per person which will
include transport and beer. We will leave on Saturday, 15 September in the morning, and
return on Sunday evening. There may be a pit stop at Pancake Rocks on the drive back.
Chris De La Torre
Social Officer

Upcoming Trips
There will be lots more trips going out throughout the term, come along to the weekly
meetings, check out https://my.cutc.nz/trips/ or the Weekly Newsletter to find out more.
You can also run your own trips, it’s really easy to add a trip on the website. Come find a
committee member if you need help or want some trip ideas, we always love to hear about
trips our members are keen to run!
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TROGs Term Two & Three 2018
TROG ENTRY: Bushcraft
5/6th May 2018
Participants: Russell & Ruth (instructors), Kieran, Lena, Will, Claire, Amrita, Samuel
Written by: Russell Wenzlick
Route: Dracophyllum flat track to Craigieburn campsite, Arthur's Pass

Photo: Ruth McKie – Bushcraft 2018

Fine windy weather greeted eight faces above Texas flat as they prepared for the stroll
ahead. Navigation was a hot topic for bushcraft this year; map reading, figuring out how to
use a cheap compass and following a bearing. After a few hours on the smooth track and a
few hundred metres of off-track navigation, we ended up at the Craigieburn/Mistletoe flat
campground. After some initial hype, it ended up not having a fireplace. As the drizzle set in
our tents were set up. As the drizzle turned to rain we started cooking dinner.
Things also took a turn for the worst for myself as I'd forgotten to bring any utensils, as well
as a PLB, but hey you don't need that to eat dinner! These are the problems with packing
the day of. Later delicious chocolates were shared in celebration of a 21st birthday which
sustained some banter before an early night. At about 3am the rain abruptly stopped, then
the clouds pulled away to show a that-would-have-been-helpful-on-TWALK bright moon
among a scattering of stars. Later that morning we got on the road to Hawdon shelter. After
getting off the road we put packs on backs to cross the Hawdon river. This went smoothly,
even in slightly higher flow conditions. The river crossing felt the most beneficial skill to
practice. It really increased our confidence and knowing how to cross a river safely opens up
more opportunities. A very fun weekend.
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21st July 2018
Participants: Maxime & number of other CUTCers.
Written by: Maxime Savoie
Route: Mount Herbert via Packhorse Hut
The pre-refresher trip was conducted up Mount
Herbert on bank peninsula with 31 people. We
arrived at the car park at 10 am, the ascent
started by walking through farmland. After
several small river crossings, the four-wheel
drive track went up through a small forest and
reached a plateau with a bit of wind. We then
carried on, before reaching Packhorse hut for an
amazing panorama of Governor’s Bay.
The total ascent took us 1 hour - 1 hour and 30
min (4 km). After lunch at the hut to avoid the
cold wind, the group separated into two. One
group, led by Andre, walked up to Mount
Herbert (5 km from the hut). The second group,
taken by myself hiked to Mount Bradley via the
track which went through the bush until the top.
Arriving there the wind was so strong that it was
almost impossible to stand up, but we were
rewarded with a 360° view of Diamond Harbour
and the rest of Bank Peninsula.
Finally, my group came back to the track.
Andre’s came back to the track until Mount
Bradley which they climbed too and followed
the ridge back to the hut. Everyone met in the
hut and went back down together, then back to
Christchurch after a good day out hiking.
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28/29st July 2018
Participants: Maxime & number of other CUTC-ers.
Written by: Maxime Savoie
Route: Little Mount Peel and Mount Sunday
The first day of refreshers
for 2018 was held at Little
Mount Peel, which is close
to Geraldine with 29 people.
We arrived at the car park
at 10 am, the group was
separated into three groups.
An easy group did a small
loop: the fern walk and back
by Alans track (4-5 hours). A
moderate went up Little
Mount Peel by Deer Spur
track and back down the
same way (5 hours). Finally,
an advanced group went up Little Mount Peel via South Ridge route and returned via Deer
Spur track. The moderate and advanced group meet at the top at 1 pm, enjoying the
beautiful landscape.
Afterwards, we drove 30 minutes to reach Orari George campsite, where we had a good
dinner, drinks in front of a campfire and finally a good night’s sleep. The next day we went
on the Orari George Track (1 hour and 30 min) and drove to Mount Sunday for a nice lunch.
Finally, we drive back to Christchurch, arriving at 5 pm.
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28/29st July 2018
Participants: Catherine McKie and Volker Nock (instructors) & number of other CUTC-ers
Written by: Shawn Richards
Route: Broken River Ski Field

It all started Sunday morning in the UCSA carpark. Wait, hang on! Scratch that, not this time.
It all started at the Wednesday meeting beforehand. At that meeting, guest speaker Steve
taught us about the dangers of avalanches and how to stay safe when tramping in the
winter. We then fitted crampons to our stiff-soled tramping boots and had a competition to
determine which group of people could put theirs on with the least amount of ‘fluff’ (aka
the fastest).
Alright, now Sunday. We left the UCSA carpark with 3 vans, 35 people and lots of sharp and
pointy gear on dawn. As we drove towards the hills, it was clear that it would be a beautiful
day. On our way, we quickly stopped in Castle Hill village to pick up Catherine, our 2 nd
instructor. She had scouted out the snow the day before and determined the best place to
learn some new skills. We turned off SH73 and followed a gravel road to the bottom carpark
of the broken river ski field. After a short briefing from instructors Volker and Catherine, we
set off towards the snow.
We quickly branched off the gravel road
to the ski field and followed a creek up to
the first decent patch of snow. This took
about 30 minutes and some of our
breath. The next section was covered in
snow and rather steep. Therefore, the
instructors taught us how to walk with an
ice-axe and self-arrest before we started
the proper climb. If you didn’t make it on
Snowcraft, self-arresting is a technique to
stop yourself with your ice axe if you
have slipped and are sliding down a
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sorts of orientations, such as head first and backwards.
After everyone had a go and a snack break, we put our crampons on. Ahead of us was a
steep climb into a basin. The snow was hard and a little icy, ideal conditions for crampons. If
you dared to turn around and look down at where we had come from, the view was
breathtaking.
Once we got to the top, we ate some more food. Then it was time to whip out the snow
shovels and practice building snow shelters. The hard snow that was ideal for crampons was
somewhat less ideal for shoveling.
We soon found a better use for
the shovels and started using
them as a sled. Sledding down
a slope on them, while steering
and braking with an ice axe
was a shovel load of fun.
Albeit, perhaps not the most
critical survival skill of the day.
We took the mandatory group
photo while we were in the
basin, and then it was time to
head back to the vans. The slope felt even steeper on the way back down, but our crampons
still had a firm grip on the hard snow. Again, the view out of the valley was excellent.
Instead of following the stream back down, we took a forest path back to the vans.
Everyone arrived back safely after an awesome day in the snow.
A big thank you to Catherine and Volker for instructing, Steve for the avalanche talk, Ruth
for organizing the trip and Matthew for sorting out the gear!
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#HutFeature
This term’s hut feature is on Carroll Hut, located on
the Kelly Range in Otira (just past Arthurs Pass). The
track starts from a large carpark with a toilet about a
two-hour drive from the UCSA carpark. The turnoff
can be a bit tricky to see if you don’t know what you
are looking for, but after passing through Otira and
further down the road crossing a bridge, you will see
a gravel road turning off on your left.
This hut is a great weekend getaway, a chance to get
up high and explore the Kelly Range tops and tarns. The hut can be quite popular. It can be
wise to bring a tent or at least a bedroll in case you end up bunking on the floor as we did
(the number of cars in the carpark can be a good indication, though there is a nature walk
that leaves from there too). There are lovely camping spots on the range, so if the hut is full,
walk on for another 15-20 mins and find a spot to your liking. There are a few tarns
scattered about plus a running stream for water.
The track up is scenic, travelling through
rainforest with glimpses of views up the
valley and over to the tops on the other
side of the Otira valley. It is a steep climb,
but take your time. The slog is worth it
when you break out of the bush and can
take in the views. I think the DOC sign
suggested 3-4 hours up but it took us 2-3
hours up and 1-1.5 hours down.
The hut is really nice, it feels really light and new. Sadly, it doesn’t have a fire so itcan be
quite chilly. We went in April and it was ok, even with a light dusting of snow outside. It gets
great sun all day and retains the heat quite well. It has ten bunks and requires a standard
hut ticket to stay. There is a long drop and a nearby stream for water.
Overall it was a great hut to explore. I recommend getting up there
for lunch, claiming a bunk and then spending the afternoon
exploring the top with views out to the west coast and the rest of
the range, watching the sunset colours on the hills and maybe even
having a hot chocolate under the stars before bed.
I would give it a rating of 8/10 (taking into account the lack of a fire
and the slog up the hill!).
Ruth McKie
CUTC Membership & Publicity Officer
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Committee Contacts
Committee Members ‘18
Role
President
Captains
Secretary
Treasurers
Trips Officers
Membership & Publicity
Safety Officer
Gear Officers
Avoca Hut & Publicity
Social Officer
TWALK Officers
Environment Officer
Instruction Officer
TROG Officer
General Exec

Name
George Moon
Ellen Garrity & Andre Le Lievre
Kerry Clapham
Shawn Richards & Petra Mossop
Maxime Savoie & Kevin Fraley
Ruth McKie
Russell Wenzlick [027 917 3597]
Mathew Falloon [021 296 7735] &
Abdul Hussein
Joshua Turner
Chris de la Torre
Robert Phillips & Jacob Klenner
Sabrina McKenzie
Role Vacant
Clare Fryer & Ruth McKie
Volker Nock

Contact
president@cutc.org.nz
captain@cutc.org.nz
secretary@cutc.org.nz
treasurer@cutc.org.nz
trips@cutc.org.nz
membership@cutc.org.nz
safety@cutc.org.nz
gear@cutc.org.nz
avocahut@cutc.org.nz
social@cutc.org.nz
twalk@cutc.org.nz
environmental@cutc.org.nz
instruction@cutc.org.nz
trog@cutc.org.nz

Photo: Ruth McKie, Bushcraft 2018
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